A convex programming problem for a functional defined on a Banach space is solved, and necessary conditions are derived in the form of a maximum principle. Applications of the results are made to minimum final (or initial) distance and to minimum-effort problems connected with a control process described by a linear evolution equation.
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(Sec. 3) necessary conditions in the form of a maximum principle. In Secs. 4-11, application of these results will be made to some optimum control problems for a process described by a linear evolution equation.
AN EXISTENCE THEOREM
Given a (weakly) bounded subset C of a real linear normed space X, its supporting function x' --* hc(x' ) is defined in the norm conjugate space X' by hc(x') = sup(x, x').
It is easy to prove that
hc(x') = h~x') = boo c(x') = h~o c(x')
i (C = closure of C, co C ----convex hull of C, co C = convex closure of C). Then, by using the strict separation theorem for convex sets ( [1] 
Proof. Since p* = l Y* -y01 > O, we can take a sequence {Pv), Pv > O, pv T p*.
For each pv there is some xv' 6 X' such that
otherwise, p* would not be a minimum. It follows, by a theorem of R. T. Rockafellar* that 6 is weakly lower semi-continuous. Therefore, for any, ~> 0 there is an integer v, such that v ~ ,, implies
hence, by virtue of (3.3), p* + ~(Xo') ~ h(p~, x.') +, < ,,
i.e., p* 4-3(xo' ) ~ O, or else, by (2.1), 
replaced by
The assumption that the mapping L be onto X in Theorem B can be dim X < oo.
* Rockafellar's Theorem. Let f be a real function defined and convex on the non-empty convex open subset A of the linear topological Hausdorff space E with a topology ~. Let f be bounded on some non-empty subset of A. Let r~ be another topology of E such that for any convex set the closures in and r~ are identical. Then f is lower semicontinuous on A in the ~ topology.
The proof of this theorem can be found in [3] .
In fact, if X is finite-dimensional, the unit ball of X' is (strongly) compact and so is its boundary. We can assume that (3.3) holds with I x/[ = 1, so that there is an Xo', I x0' ] = 1, which is the (strong) limit of a subsequence of x/. Since x' --~ I L'x' ] and 8 are continuous functions, letting v --~ or, we obtain h(p*, xo' ) <~ 0 from (3.3), while (2.3) gives h(p*, :Co') >~ O, whence (3.4) follows.
A LINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATION
The following sections are devoted to some applications of the preceding results.
Let T > 0 and 1 ~< p ~< oo. Given a B-space E, L~(0, T; E) shall denote the B-space of all E-valued, strongly measurable functions f defined a.e. in [0, T], such that
Given two B-spaces X, U, X reflexive, we define a function x of 
x(t, u, v) = G(t, O)v + G(t, s) B(s) u(s) ds + G(t, s) c(s) ds,

G(t, s) G(s, r) = G(t, r), 0 <~ r <~ s <~ t <~ T G(s, s) -the identity of ~-q'[X, X] ~G(t, s)/~t = A(t) G(t, s),
where ~/~t denotes the strong derivative and, for each s e [0, T], the = sign holds a.e. We are now going to consider three optimization problems.
THE MINIMUM FINAL DISTANCE PROBLEM: EXISTENCE
We consider first the "minimum final-distance problem." Using the u in a subset ad CLa~ T; U), find a trajectory (4.1) of (4.3) which starts (at t = 0) from a point v in a given set V C X and arrives (at t = T) as close as possible to a given point w ~ e X.
Referring to Sec. . When dim X = 0% Theorem B 1 has been proved in [5] under some additional assumptions (U a Hilbert space, A, B independent of t) in the case that V is a single-point set, so that the thesis reduces to (6.2) or, equivalently, to (6.5).
<B(s) u*(s), O'(T, s) Xo' > ds = s~p <B(s) u(s), G'(T, s)
Xo' > ds (6.2) o o <v*, G'(T, 0) Xo'> = sup<v, G'(T, 0) x0' >. (6.3)
Remark 4. If we put z'(t) = G'(T, t) x', we have z'(T) = x' and dz'/dt + A'(t)z' = Ox
Remark 6. When p = o% X is separable, and BeL~176 T; s X]) it can be proved (cf. [7] , Lemma 1) that On the other hand, since p = ~ and ~ is bounded, u ~ @' means u(t) ~ g2, t ~ [0, T], a.e., for some bounded ~ C U. Using (6.7), it can be proved (cf. [7] , [8] 
B(T) u('r) = 1 f+" B(t) u(t) dt + o(~), (6.7)
) that ifp = 0% X is separable and t --* B(t) is continuous on [0, T], then (6.5) implies (B(s) u*(s), Zo'(S)) = sup(B(s)w, Zo'(S)) , s ~ [0, T], a.e.,
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which is the well known Pontryagin's form of the maximum principle.
Remark 7. The following example (cf. [9] ) shows that assumption (6.1) cannot be Remark 8. The backward heat-transfer problem (cf. [10] ) gives an example (with q/ = {0}, W reduced to a single point w) where there are no u, v, such that x(T, u, v) = w. Remark 10. Theorem B~ has been proved (cf. [4] , Theorem 9) in the particular case of a finite dimensional X. This ensures that v --* G(T, O) v is onto X.
) reduces to dx/dt --u(t) and u -+ fr o G(T, s) B(s) u(s) ds
Remark 11. The example of Remark 7 can be used also to show that (8.1) cannot be omitted.
THE MINIMUM-EFFORT PROBLEM: EXISTENCE
We consider, finally, the "minimum-effort problem." Given a function u ~ ~Lv(0, T; U), we want a trajectory (4.1) of (4.3) which links up two sets V, W of X (at t = 0, t = T, respectively) and is such that the "effort" [u --u ~ I be minimum. (6.3) and (8.2) hold.
Remark 13. According to Remark 2, the assumption that the mapping u --~ fr o G(T, s) B(s) u(s) ds is onto X can be replaced by that of finite dimensionality of X. (cf. [4] , Theorem 11).
II. CLOSURE THEOREMS
To conclude, we want to add a few complements to Theorems 2, 2', 2" of [4] , which give sufficient conditions that the image A~ of a convex, bounded, closed set r CLv(0, T; U) by the mapping
ds, 0 be closed. We recall first that the class of B-spaces U such that Lq(0, T; U) = (Lo'(0, T; U'))', for all q, 1 < q ~ o% (ll.1) was characterized by S. Bochner and Taylor [11] . Uniformly convex, as well as reflexive and separable, or Hilbert, or finite-dimensional spaces all belong to such class. We recall also Theorem 2 of [4] in the following form: THEOREM 2. Let U satisfy (11.1) . Let ql be any convex, bounded, closed set of L~(O, T; U) with 1 < p < 0o and let (4.2) hold. Then Aql is closed.
Theorem 2 is no longer true for p = 1 (cf. Remark 12) . Neither is Theorem 2 true any longer forp = oo (p' -~ 1), so that the Question posed in See. 3 of [4] is answered in the negative. In fact, [10] exhibits an example of a B ~LI(0, T; &a[R, Rn]) and of a convex, bounded, closed set q/C L~176 T; R) such that the set Aq/C R'* is not closed.
On the other hand, Theorem 2' of [4] devoted to p ----oo can be slightly extended, by using the same proof of [12] , so as to cover cases like that of Remark 7. We thus have THEOREM 2'. Let U satisfy (11.1) 
hold. Let all be convex, bounded, and closed in the LI(O, T; U') topology of L~176 T; U). Let the mapping A be continuous in the LI(O, T; U) topology of L~176 T; U) and in the weak topology of X. Then Aql is closed.
The assumption on ~ means that v?i is a (bounded) regularly convex set (of L~176 T; U)) according to Krein and ~mulian ( [1] , p. 463).
